The simulation approach in synthetic biology.
Synthetic biology and systems biology are often highlighted as antagonistic strategies for dealing with the overwhelming complexity of biology (engineering versus understanding; tinkering in the lab versus modelling in the computer). However, a closer view of contemporary engineering methods (inextricably interwoven with mathematical modelling and simulation) and of the situation in biology (inextricably confronted with the intrinsic complexity of biomolecular environments) demonstrates that tinkering in the lab is increasingly supported by rational design methods. In other words: Synthetic biology and systems biology are merged by the use of computational techniques. These computational techniques are needed because the intrinsic complexity of biomolecular environments (stochasticity, non-linearities, system-level organization, evolution, independence, etc.) require advanced concepts of bio bricks and devices. A philosophical investigation of the history and nature of bio parts and devices reveals that these objects are imitating generic objects of engineering (switches, gates, oscillators, sensors, etc.), but the well-known design principles of generic objects are not sufficient for complex environments like cells. Therefore, the rational design methods have to be used to create more advanced generic objects, which are not only generic in their use, but also adaptive in their behavior. Case studies will show how simulation-based rational design methods are used to identify adequate parameters for synthesized designs (stability analyses), to improve lab experiments by 'looking through noise' (estimation of hidden variables and parameters), and to replace laborious and time-consuming post hoc tweaking in the lab by in-silico guidance (in-silico variation of bio brick properties). The overall aim of these developments, as will be argued in the discussion, is to achieve adaptive-generic instrumentality for bio parts and devices and thus increasingly merging systems and synthetic biology.